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Student Name

348 responses

Harshada wankhede

Akshay Babarao Giri

Dipali Bhimrao Dhanvij

Shital Goverdhan Bansod

VIKKI MAROTI PATIL

Akash Deepak Ukey

Deepika.B.gethe

Mohit Suresh Mane

Tushar Kailash Ganvir

Tejaswi Sonsare

Sagar bawne

Kajal Satish Lokhande

SAMANATA BUDDHABHAGWAN PATIL

Diksha Asaram Shahare

Arti waman pande

Pallavi Keshav Dhoke

Jockeysan Himmat Raut

Amar Ravindra Parchake

Ranu nimbarte

Shrutika rajesh sahare

Sanjivani Rajendra koram

Pallavi yesansure



Akanksha shuddhodhan nagrale

Tushar Vilas Dodke

Ankita subhash sonekar

Ritik sunil meshram

Jayant kapse

Manoj Natthuji Bawane

Alparsh mandve

Alpesh Khadse

Mangesh mondhe

Tanu vinayak patil

Shubham Yeshwant Soge

Akanksha pramod Khobragade

Vishal Gajendra Meshram

Rohan gajanan maraskolhe

Homeshwari Rupchand Chopde

Vaishnavi Narayan Bangaiyya

Pratik sanjay sakharkar

Abhishek Sanjay Vilayatkar

Gaurav Ashok Wakade

Shabana

Pankaj Ranglal Parte

Sejal Rajendra Zapate

Shital sukhdas warkade

Ayasha Dewanand Rangari



MANGESH GANESH TARARE

Naincy Tembhurne

Shubham shende

Roshan Suresh Bhoyar

Swapnil Dariya Gajbhiye

Anubhav ukey

neha himmat nitavne

Gaurav Rupesh Mahajan

Praful Madhukar Gawai

SWAPNIL VILAS PATIL

Rohit Ashok Gadpayale

Achal dhanvijay wankhede

GAURAV DIGAMBAR BHAGAT

Pralhad Amilal Kariharpal

Nandita Arunrao Gadge

Prerna Wankhede

Shital Damaji Dadhe

Ritu Prabhu meshram

Kashish kailash sarode

Sonali tambe

History

Anchal tambe

Akansha Kailas Bansod

Rani narahri Bhalavi



Shrikant Namdeo Gaikwad

Tarun sonker

Shagupha sayyad

Yashwant manohar bhise

Tanisha Nilesh Gawande

Divyani Chaudhari

Pravin chandrakant kawale

Vijay Gajanan Jugsaniye

Nikita sunil lokhande

Kashmira Rangari

VAISHNAVI VASANT BANGRE

Vinit Dayanand Dupare

Ankit niranjan dofe

Madhur Rajesh Ganvir

Adesh Wankhede

Pallavi sunil funde

Vivek waman katwale

ROHAN gajanan maraskolhe

Payal Gaurkhede

Vaishnavi.p.gharde

NITESH CHAUDHARI

Rutuja Wasnik

Ayushi mahendra meshram

Sujata Naresh Kamdi



SIDDHANT LAXMAN SARODE

Devyani sukhdev tekam

Abhishek shankar dhurve

Gaurav Ramesh Barsagade

Ajinkya Vindane

Aniket a meshram

191 more responses are hidden



Phone number
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7887654959

7057617695

8669820964

+917218264413

9657073839

9309964169

7057030477

9373046475

9850330478

7709449575

+919822957436

9146275081

7620645239

9370049510

8483092843

7743987037

8669458613

9356489063

9021294124

7796247552

9359907955

9075115219



7378312043

9579360053

7378827681

7378687997

9579112970

8625825058

7498674823

7774984485

8261908792

7038032752

9284606822

7620334413

9423740948

8657683030

9359926422

8855860714

8600453744

7517027283

937 399 0695

9322553149

9763187796

9356581740

9561234993

9657113709



9370789096

Sheikh

7798150382

9511620194

8421629106

8177821269

9322531677

9765849601

9370050372

9604379771

8459396171

9156497485

09146079912

8421156227

9637785053

8275988120

7083923603

8459884292

9325083037

9579234034

9767217794

7057849237

9373921099

9518751702



8208775113

7709553509

8793604114

9359217982

8483029129

9284451456

8766930585

7038020550

7499967313

9373277106

7721949011

9763849515

9075158539

8975759021

9834147011

7767039782

7218534235

9370715823

7767891224

7768083977

7758938702

9767305631

7620680462

8411879063



7499645037

9172742825

+919359053412

8208533630

8975726851

8275483265

182 more responses are hidden

Age
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Gender
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Copy

17 19 21 23 25 27 29 32 35 43
0

25

50

75

100

15 (4.3%)15 (4.3%)15 (4.3%)

91 (26.1%)91 (26.1%)91 (26.1%)73 (21%)73 (21%)73 (21%)
64 (18.4%)64 (18.4%)64 (18.4%)

30 (8.6%)30 (8.6%)30 (8.6%)
21 (6%)21 (6%)21 (6%)18 (5.2%)18 (5.2%)18 (5.2%)14 (4%)14 (4%)14 (4%)

3 (0.9%)3 (0.9%)3 (0.9%)2 (0.6%)2 (0.6%)2 (0.6%)4 (1.1%)4 (1.1%)4 (1.1%)1 (0.3%)1 (0.3%)1 (0.3%)2 (0.6%)2 (0.6%)2 (0.6%)1 (0.3%)1 (0.3%)1 (0.3%)4 (1.1%)4 (1.1%)4 (1.1%)1 (0.3%)1 (0.3%)1 (0.3%)1 (0.3%)1 (0.3%)1 (0.3%)1 (0.3%)1 (0.3%)1 (0.3%)1 (0.3%)1 (0.3%)1 (0.3%)1 (0.3%1 (0.3%1 (0.3%

Copy

Female
Male
Transgender

49.1%

50.9%



What degree program are you pursuing now?

348 responses

Semester

348 responses

Faculty of Arts

Select the teacher's name about whom you are submitting survey.

348 responses

Student Satisfaction Survey on Teaching Learning Process

Copy

Certificate
Diploma
Bachelor's
Master’s
Doctorate

14.4%

14.1%
66.1%

Copy

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

1/2

11.8%

20.1%

9.8%

46.6%

Copy

Dr. A. D. Fulzele (History)
Dr. M. Wankhade (Pali Prakrit)
Dr. S. J. Bahadure (English)
Ms. V. B. Chourpagar (Politic…
Mr. R. R. Moon (Dr Ambedkar…
Ms. A. Tirpude (English)
Mr. M. Andraskar (English)
Mr. D. A. Khobragade (Marathi)

1/2

22.4%12.4%

8.9%

39.1%



1. How much of the syllabus was covered in the Online classes?

348 responses

2. How well did the teacher prepare for the Online classes?

348 responses

3. How well was the teacher able to communicate online?

348 responses

Copy

85 to 100%
70 to 84%
55 to 69%
30 to 54%
Below 30%

13.8%28.7%

49.7%

Copy

Thoroughly
Satisfactorily
Poorly
Indifferently
Won’t teach at all

63.5%

28.2%

Copy

Always effective
Sometimes effective
Just satisfactorily
Generally ineffective
Very poor communication

11.2%

16.4%

68.7%



4. The teacher’s approach to online teaching and interaction can best
be described as

348 responses

5. Did the teacher use Google Meet or Zoom or any other online video-
communication service in his/her teaching.

348 responses

6. Did Teacher used any kind of Learning Management System like
Google Classroom etc. to manage your learning?

348 responses

Copy

Excellent
Very good
Good
Fair
Poor

24.4%

37.9%

35.1%

Copy

Always
Most times
Some times
Rarely
Never

20.7%

65.8%

Copy

Yes
No

12.6%

87.4%



7. Fairness of the internal evaluation process by the teacher.

348 responses

8. Was your performance in assignments evaluated and returned to
you.

348 responses

9. Teachers engage in mentoring.

348 responses

Copy

Always fair
Usually fair
Sometimes unfair
Usually unfair
Unfair

26.7%

63.8%

Copy

Every time
Usually
Occasionally/Sometimes
Rarely
Never

25.6%

57.8%

Copy

Every time
Usually
Occasionally/Sometimes
Rarely
Never

11.8%26.7%

51.7%



10. Your mentor does a necessary follow-up with an assigned task to
you.

348 responses

11. The teachers illustrate the concepts through examples and
applications.

348 responses

12. The teacher identifies your strengths and encourages you with
providing right level of challenges.

348 responses

Copy

Every time
Usually
Occasionally/Sometimes
Rarely
I don’t have a mentor

11.8%
28.7%

52.9%

Copy

Every time
Usually
Occasionally/Sometimes
Rarely
Never

23.9%

63.2%

Copy

Fully
Reasonably
Partially
Slightly
Unable to

9.2%

31%

54%



13. Teacher is able to identify your weaknesses and help you to
overcome them.

348 responses

14. The teacher uses student centric methods, such as experiential
learning, participative learning and problem solving methodologies for
enhancing learning experiences.

348 responses

15. Teacher encourages you to participate in extracurricular activities.

348 responses

Copy

Every time
Usually
Occasionally/Sometimes
Rarely
Never

11.8%
21.8%

58.9%

Copy

To a great extent
Moderate
Some what
Very little
Not at all

6%

31.6%

54.9%

Copy

Strongly agree
Agree
Neutral
Disagree
Strongly disagree

9.5%
49.1%

38.8%



16. Give three observation / suggestions to improve the overall teaching – learning
experience with this teacher.

348 responses

Good

Yes

No

Very good

Nothing

Nothing

.

No

Good

I understand wthat ever teacher is teaching
And Also they need to tell the main points before

No suggestions

Good teacher

Good experience

Good teaching

Very good teaching

Nothing , all good

Excellent
Impressive
Valuable

Best teacher ever.... thank you Sir

Good teaching

1)Teacher teaching method is very good.
2) teacher gave us some kind of assignment to improve our memories



There are many questions in the student's mind. Try to make them clear.

Focus only one topic at a time.
Use different examples during teaching.
Encourage students.

Sir is the best teacher in the college

अनुभव अ�ा रहा। इसे बरकरार रख�।

छान

All ok

It is not necessary that all our teachers teach well

Every teacher are best teaching and i fully satisfied

Very nicely

To Teaching continuesly classes .
And some encourage the students of extracurriculam activity.

Excellent teaching

Very good

Use better graphics and visual media to engage students well. ...

फुलझेले सर उ�म िशकवतात , फ� �ासेस िनयिमत झाले पािहजे 👍

Best experience

The teacher is always asking about our studies, he is always with us in our difficulties

1.Teach With Giving Examples
2. Need Teacher's Motivation
3. In Studies Do Help

Very gud

1) best of all teach
2) teach but. Good
3) and they teach that is makes perfect sense .

All teachers is very good & those teaching is excellent & really satisfied.

Wonderfull teaching



Online process of teaching and learning is going very well!

1- we need notes in bullet points
2- online classes are effective because every time sir give equal preference to each one

Nice sir and helping

1- the way they teach us is very effective
2- we covered all our syllabus in resonable Time with All covered chapter

Because the all teachers is very good & teaching is excellent & satisfied.

One request- send us teaching vdos related to syllabus

Very good and Every time spotted

1) set proper network
2) Whatever you have read, explain it in less words in the last

All teachers best teachers

If somehow we are unable to rhe join class teacher has been to provide lacture

Plz use zoom communication system for the online class

Best teacher

Expensive, good and knowledging

Shairing nots

None

Good teaching.

Fulzele sir teaching most effective ...

Not a problem

Always keep students thick

Guidence

Teacher always teach us excellent

1) Students should pay attention to how much they understand
2)The simplest method should be used while teaching
3)We should pay attention to what we can do for the Persian students who do not pay
attention in online classes



All the teachers in your college teach very well. And sews very nicely. Students talk with love

Ok

Teacher learning experienceis very gud

Already best

His teaching is very best ....& I always attend the cls regularly therefore his teaching help for
my exam ....sometimes I suffer network issue

General clear speaking
Points out
Provides valuable guidance to students.

All method of teaching in online classes are verywell and easy to understand and do study
properly so that why there was no improvement suggestion.

Good type

1)Excellent teaching method.
2) Always helping for us.
3) The Teacher illustrate The concepts through examples and application.

Don't teach like reading
Some time teached enjoly because that's the history so...
And all ways teached student by intertentmenly

Nothing's

good

Take the regular online classes.

Take class at same time daily

Exellent teaching

All Excellent...

Nothing suggestions

Always motivat students

Excellent
Teaching is very best of us

Teaching is very interactive and friendly.



Preparing the slides

Presentation teaching

Teachers should give internal marks to students by their performance.

...

Thank you all teachers

1.Give students practical knowledge of that particular subject.
2. Keep strong bond with students to solve their problems related to subject.
3. Do more interactive sessions for the conceptual learning.

Everything is best

teacher teaching are excellent

All is good

To improve teaching style and encouraging the other activities in teaching

Nothing everything is satisfying

Try more better video quality camera for online classes sometimes voice also break during
online classes

Very good teacher no suggest

Best performance

Good in teaching

Abcd

Other point sol

1)Teach topic wise
2) Teaching with example
3)Teach excellent

148 more responses are hidden

Student Satisfaction Survey on Teaching Learning Process in Department



17. The Department takes active interest in conducting online lectures
and other programs as knowledge updation for students.

346 responses

18. The teaching and mentoring process in your department facilitates
you in cognitive, social and emotional growth.

346 responses

19. The department provides multiple opportunities to learn and grow.

346 responses

Copy

Regularly
Often
Sometimes
Rarely
Never

15%

15.6%

67.6%

Copy

Significantly
Very well
Moderately
Marginally
Not at all

9.8%60.1%

28.3%

Copy

Strongly agree
Agree
Neutral
Disagree
Strongly disagree

11%48.8%

37%



19a. Give reason if your answer for above question is any of last Two options

174 responses

No

Yes

Good

Nothing

No

No reason

Yes

Agree

They give us all facilities

On

Ni

-

For necessary

Strongly agree

No reasons

.

Useful

Strongly disagree

no

N

They provides multiple opportunities to learn and grow for students

The teaching is and all department gives a multiple opportunities through the college ..



Because the department provides so many opportunities to learn all subjects & all teachers is
really very helpful .

Very nice

Online Webinars

Because the department provides so many opportunities to learn all subjects & helping all
time.

The teaching and mentoring process in your department facilitates you in cognitive, social and
emotional growth. *

Disagree

Organization to lot Activity

Very well

No, the college is working according to its qualifications

.

Strongly agree the department provides us very opportunities to learn new think and improved
us, many programs take department provides opportunities to learn and grow up .

Option 2

Yes, the department provided opportunitys

....

They take web seminar weekly

Yes I agree because it's true

No. Overall satisfactory but little bit improvement is needed .

Nothing

good response the department

Do not provide study material

Emotional growth not increase..there is sometimes learning facility avilable

Because department work is good



Nathung2

Abcd

Good technology

Books 📚 and every time support

Teachers and departments related questions, and i am satisfied questions because i am
answer

Agree

The above questions answer is carrect.

Teachers organize guest lecture and mentoring programs.

Nice

Verry nice answer and questions

Our college department provides multiple opportunities to learn go

They are always helping me for build me

Collage provide opportunities and intract with us at every national or international matter.

Agree with a process in department, conditivity , and social growth

Nhi hy

No regular online class

I'm agree for this question

That opportunity is used only for ideological development and not mentally

None

To a great extant ..

Online Webinars.

Excellent teaching and learning process.

Teacher just teach,not tell you what to do net about the chapter

Dont know



Sir didn't take regular online classes .

Department is contineously arrenged the meeting such as carreier guidence program or
etc.they arrenged for us time to time and also when we want such type of progaram the also
taked effort for all of students.

I think it's improving for all student activities.

Teachers organize Guest lecturers and mentoring programs.

..

Very little

_

Department provides multiple opportunities to learn and grow

Yes Bcz...our clg and our all subject teachers always provides us various multiple
opportunities...

22

Sjshsu

They always active.

Teacher is very wll good to tech & students vell opportunities to learn teacher...

Disagree- In this pandamic situation no opportunities are laying for growing ...so I disagreed
the. Statement. Strongly disagree- As I made my statement above... people's r suffering from
hugh unemployment. N small scale business are also stuck. Economically we r heating in bad
phases..so I strongly disagree.

The need to learn and grow is a natural instinct for human beings. We can learn and grow by
finding more efficient ways to do our jobs

Yes I agree in the following questions because of online lecture is so benifit for us saving of
more time and time to time some lecture take

No answer

Satisfied

Good teaching

Teachers are supported to special scholership and competitive p

agree



Natural

तो �� दोन प�तीने सोडवला जाऊ शकते

छान

Because we are grow and learn to more

Because we can take learn new things in our life and confidence is grow -up.

Na

Some opportunities give to the callege

No ans

No problem

Problem

...

20. Efforts are made by the Department to inculcate soft skills, life skills
and employability skills to make you ready for the world of work.

346 responses

Copy

To a great extent
Moderate
Some what
Very little
Not at all

9%
32.7%

52%



21. The overall quality of teaching-learning process in your department
is very good.

346 responses

Copy

Strongly agree
Agree
Neutral
Disagree
Strongly disagree

11%
45.1%

41.3%



21a. Give reason if your answer for above question is of last Two options

178 responses

No

Yes

Good

Nothing

Agree

.

No

They all are teaching us very well

Disagree

no

-

Yes

No reason

For necessary

there is nothing to say

No any reasons

Becouse sir's teaching is very good

Na

No ans

Good..

1

Not a problem



The overall quality of teaching and learning process in our department is very good

The overall qualities is good and i also agrre the all of their

The department take so many activities and provide opportunities to learning.facilities in
congnitive social & emotional growth.

Interactive session

Teachers learning process is excellent and &, satisfied.

The overall quality of teaching-learning process in your department is very good. *

Disagree

Because all teachers very good more educated

To a great extent

Nothing is

Yes I am agree with this

On

Nothing

Agree the quality of teaching learning process are very good

Option 2

Yes, it's good

.....

Very good teaching

Class in Google meet is easy to join the class

I'm totally agree

Overall good learning experience .

Teacher's teaching is very well done

department Good responce

Only focus on just syllabus to complete



Effort by department is good..there is required improve student interest in online class

Working very nice

Nathing

Abcd

Beautiful

Because they are always encourage and supported all situation

Teachers and departments related questions, and i am satisfied questions because I am
answer

Because the question is correct

Because he teaching best

N0

Teachers often asking a questions and gives answer if we have any query.

Not a reason

No, i am agree with my choicces

Verry well

Teacher learning is very good

Always do guidance

They are always providing good opportunities for us

Teaching quality is best for ever

Modredte ang agre

Nhi hy

No any questions

Because our professor have a good way of getting to know and the department also supports
well

Constant monitoring and guidance.



Guidance for skill development guidance

Learning process is easy to all but some students are not understand what teachers should
asked

Sir didn't take regular online classes .

I m strongly belived that the teacher staff take effort as when we want lectures or other
program regarding to carrier, self aknowledment and various type .they provided to us..hence
im thanking to all teacher staff .

think it's improving for all student activities.

Teachers teach very good. Often aske question to students and give answer if any questions
by students.

...

Very little

_

very good

Teaching learning process is soo good in department

Yrs Bcz our clg and clg all teachers are very best of us. .they have provide good education and
any other activities to grow.

22

Ydeyehe

in my opinion teacher is very vell teach to our class & student growth a learning in our class so
very vell tech our students that was i learning process is agree...

Combined processes where an educator assesses learning needs, establishes specific
learning objectives, develops teaching and learning strategies, implements plan of work and
evaluates the outcomes of the instruction

.teaching methods that successfully help learners develop the knowledge and skills they will
require in a digital age.

Sir or mam teaching quality is nice with explaining the situation dure to the corona pandemic
so teachers were understood the students mantle problem

No answer

Nothing.



On Questions

Very supportive teacher

Any time conduct all student calls and other information to student

Because this correct

Save water save trees

छान

Because improve our skill

Overall quality of teaching learning process in your department is very good because very
easily to understand and concept is clear.

The department support to the student in every time

No problem

Strongly agree

7 more responses are hidden
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Student Name

573 responses

DEVANSHU DHARMENDRA PITALE

Aakansha Dhawale

Sharad shivhare

Siddharth Ashok jamgade

Ashish Chandrashekhar Bagde

Neha Shribas Das

Samruddhi Satish deshmukh

Riya Bhudeo Sontakke

Siddharth Ashok jamgade

Dipa Raut

Sameer Meshram

KAUSHIK DEVIDAS JANGLEKAR

Riddhi Abhani

Kunal chakunde

Abhishek sahare

Ruchika Aswani

Rashi Jawahirani

Vaidehi Pradip Kadu

Punam Attela

Prachi Khadgi

Ayushi raut

Shubham Suresh Patil



Apoorva Marathe

Apurva Khobragade

Khushi Shahu

Swarleen Shende

Mohit Dayaprasad karosiya

Ashwini shende

Jerin Varkey

Sambhavi Rajesh Patel

KALLYANI DEVIDAS JANGLEKAR

Tejaswini D Warhade

Ishita Naik

Chhaya harde

Mann Mendhe

Raj D. Jadhav

Ishika Gupta

Jay Kailas Manwar

Akanksha premanand ghodase

Tanisha Premjith

Swarleen Shende

Akanksha kathale

Ravindra Duryodhan Borghare

Rakesh P Sorte

Pranjali zamare

Hina bisen



Rutuja Ramesh wankhade

Sanskar Dilip Vishwanadulwar

Vaishnavi bobade

Aparna Yadorao Tembhurne

Pooja Prashant Denge

Laxmi Dhumatkar

Samruddhi udge

Shreya Kubde

Divya Raju Chahande

Isha Paliwal

Prachi deepak Ramteke

Mrunali Warbhe

Natasha Thakre

Sakshi Panchbhai

Aarti dipak awchare

Anjan udhoji

Prathmesh Masram

Preshika Ravindra Bhagat

Vishal Dilip More

Durga gadling

Sanjana Pathak

Payal sunil Kshirsagar

Divya Ramesh malaye

Siddheswari ravindra khandekar



AJAY YAGYABHAN PATEL

Payal Saroj Bobade

Aditi Pangarkar

Ram Jivan Vaidya

Anushka

Nitisha yadav

Samiksha deogade

Krunal Rajesh Janbandhu

Adhnya

Piyush P. Golait

Shruti Gaure

Palak jain

Geet Gosavi

Shefali .N. Dhurve

Supriya dhoke

Hemant Agrawal

Divya Anil Paunikar

Mrunali warbhe

Manjushri Yadaorao Meshram

Neha

GAURAV NARNAURE

Priti watti

Smruti Ramesh Bharde

Ruchika Thakre



Asmita Arun Ghodile

Prerna suryakant banginwar

KAUSTUBH PATWARDHAN

Ritika Gourishankar patni

UPENDRA JOSHI

Aakanksha Gajanan Nishitkar

218 more responses are hidden



Phone number

573 responses

7218369354

9370186401

9067657207

9307477251

07722 092499

8830613940

7387909963

9370036445

9579343972

8669230170

8657242742

8788359531

7083772064

9309501204

7559467524

8623050261

9579661364

9325051852

7798830001

9075159916

8767617883

8080595239



8999532632

8080382661

9834563033

9923481369

9284512847

8830871247

9011804053

7387716052

7887963404

9691611741

8554962954

09511897341

9373661614

08698539736

7796533095

7768801025

7972490392

7887820996

8830467882

9527754584

7083222842

8626017922

9322183685

9075897150



9307498204

8010970330

9359381458

8669630034

7972539628

9359158025

8625917964

7620280475

7875260176

9112981808

8329291317

9325158859

9356539792

7796301994

9579298049

8554074018

7030443200

7507906629, 8208535829

9890000454

08788741717

7775063387

7499691043

9420145792

8010291488



9049866713

9156494154

9373637002

7038231064

9165146733

9307605793

8329179552

09028322037

7720808246

9850037588

7887574976

7262923198

7769083766

8668502751

7058403505

7666632957

9370380912

8855945620

8080582665

7410158226

9067022635

8624895645

7447383420

8806246612



9049335569

9175238729

7620223639

9359033382

8956035663

9022624363

190 more responses are hidden

Age

573 responses

Gender

573 responses

Copy

17 19 21 23 25 27 2002
0

50

100

150

200

25 (4.4%)25 (4.4%)25 (4.4%)

107 (18.7%)107 (18.7%)107 (18.7%)

171 (29.8%)171 (29.8%)171 (29.8%)

145 (25.3%)145 (25.3%)145 (25.3%)

69 (12%)69 (12%)69 (12%)

26 (4.5%)26 (4.5%)26 (4.5%)
15 (2.6%)15 (2.6%)15 (2.6%)6 (1%)6 (1%)6 (1%)1 (0.2%)1 (0.2%)1 (0.2%)3 (0.5%)3 (0.5%)3 (0.5%)1 (0.2%)1 (0.2%)1 (0.2%)1 (0.2%)1 (0.2%)1 (0.2%)3 (0.5%)3 (0.5%)3 (0.5%)

Copy

Female
Male
Transgender

33.2%

66.8%



What degree program are you pursuing now?

573 responses

Semester

573 responses

Faculty of Commerce

Select the teacher's name about whom you are submitting survey.

573 responses

Student Satisfaction Survey on Teaching Learning Process

Copy

Certificate
Diploma
Bachelor's
Master’s
Doctorate

8%

9.2%
77.8%

Copy

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

1/2

22.2%23.6%

9.1%

33.2%

Copy

Dr. Varsha V. Panbude
Dr. Durga H. Puttewar
Dr. Akhil Ramteke
Mrs. Shefali Rai Chouksey
Mr. Sankalp Hadke
Dr. Neelam Dasani
Mr. Vaibhav Bhagwat
Mr. Ravi Gunde

1/2

11%17.1%

18.8%

28.6%



1. How much of the syllabus was covered in the Online classes?

573 responses

2. How well did the teacher prepare for the Online classes?

573 responses

3. How well was the teacher able to communicate online?

573 responses

Copy

85 to 100%
70 to 84%
55 to 69%
30 to 54%
Below 30%

34.2%

56.7%

Copy

Thoroughly
Satisfactorily
Poorly
Indifferently
Won’t teach at all

51.3%

42.8%

Copy

Always effective
Sometimes effective
Just satisfactorily
Generally ineffective
Very poor communication

24.1%

67.4%



4. The teacher’s approach to online teaching and interaction can best
be described as

573 responses

5. Did the teacher use Google Meet or Zoom or any other online video-
communication service in his/her teaching.

573 responses

6. Did Teacher used any kind of Learning Management System like
Google Classroom etc. to manage your learning?

573 responses

Copy

Excellent
Very good
Good
Fair
Poor

12.9%
37.5%

46.4%

Copy

Always
Most times
Some times
Rarely
Never

19%

73.6%

Copy

Yes
No

97.2%



7. Fairness of the internal evaluation process by the teacher.

573 responses

8. Was your performance in assignments evaluated and returned to
you.

573 responses

9. Teachers engage in mentoring.

573 responses

Copy

Always fair
Usually fair
Sometimes unfair
Usually unfair
Unfair

23.9%

70.2%

Copy

Every time
Usually
Occasionally/Sometimes
Rarely
Never

17.6%

67.5%

Copy

Every time
Usually
Occasionally/Sometimes
Rarely
Never

7%

24.4%

62.5%



10. Your mentor does a necessary follow-up with an assigned task to
you.

573 responses

11. The teachers illustrate the concepts through examples and
applications.

573 responses

12. The teacher identifies your strengths and encourages you with
providing right level of challenges.

573 responses

Copy

Every time
Usually
Occasionally/Sometimes
Rarely
I don’t have a mentor

7%

23.6%

63%

Copy

Every time
Usually
Occasionally/Sometimes
Rarely
Never

25.1%

64.4%

Copy

Fully
Reasonably
Partially
Slightly
Unable to

30.2%

58.8%



13. Teacher is able to identify your weaknesses and help you to
overcome them.

573 responses

14. The teacher uses student centric methods, such as experiential
learning, participative learning and problem solving methodologies for
enhancing learning experiences.

573 responses

15. Teacher encourages you to participate in extracurricular activities.

573 responses

Copy

Every time
Usually
Occasionally/Sometimes
Rarely
Never

27.2%

60%

Copy

To a great extent
Moderate
Some what
Very little
Not at all

7%
34.4%

50.6%

Copy

Strongly agree
Agree
Neutral
Disagree
Strongly disagree

46.6%

44.7%



16. Give three observation / suggestions to improve the overall teaching – learning
experience with this teacher.

573 responses

Good

No

Very good

Use better graphics and visual media to engage students well. ...
Try to reach every student and ask for their doubts. ...
Make teaching a two way interaction

Yes

Overall they're doing good

No need of suggestions

My experience was reasonably good, hence I don't have any kind of suggestions .

Nothing

All videos uploaded to YouTube.

No suggestions

No suggestions

No suggestion

Not needed

Excellent

Friendly. Helping. Good teaching methods.

Nothing

None

Your way of teaching is good

I had a great experience of online learning with this teacher and don't have any particular
suggestion to improve the overall teaching - learning experience.



Very nice

No suggestions.

No suggestion

The network must be strong and effective

Good learning experience for me

Good teaching

All good

Try to reach every student and ask for there doubts.
Make teaching a 2 way interaction.
Use better graphics and visual

None

No requirement to give any suggestions

No requirement

Mam don't need any suggestions

Good teaching

Nice

Best teaching Avery time

Yes

Teacher should concentrate more on students

Everything is good

Very little

Very well

Nice experience

V

Overall she is a good teacher



No need

good teaching

...

Overall teaching technique is good hence I don't have any grievance.

....

Excellent she is

1.give homework and check them on regular basis
2. provide extra notes
3. Interactive session should be there in the class

Overall good teaching

Shefali mam has always helped me in my studies and appreciate it too.She has done all the
efforts to help the students.

Always good

All teaching videos upload in YouTube.

1.Solve network problems
2.Start offline classes already
3.I don't have books of any semester so if sir/mam you are reading it please give me address
of Book Store where I can purchase Book of these semester
(Note: I given answers very honestly and number 3 is very essential for grading in exam)

1. Offline learning experience better than online classes
2.treat online class like a real class
3. Help students

Make session that gives information on how to study effectively during lockdown.

Teaching very nice

They have to be more communicative to all students regarding their strengths weaknesses

We need to overcome our weakness in study

Need to complete the syllabus
Need to be regular in taking classes

Ma'am was totally busy in solving doubt

Our teaching staff is overall interactive and Best



1. Test chapterwise

Best teacher

Important mcqs should be given by every teachers for university exams

Ask for their doubt

Be interactive with whole class.......pay attention to every student equally......and other thing is
satisfactory.

Help out to solve students problem

As we are learning through a virtual live mode of pattern they have the opportunity to the great
use of the resources for the best of the students as being teaching from only exam prospectus

No suggestions all is good

He teach us very well. I really enjoys each and every class. He always clears our doubt.

Vv

Sheikh sir

I can't because, I am not regularly able to attend classes.

Varsha mam and puteewar mam is very good teaching.

Very good teacher and always help

Same time regularly class

Try to better learning and improve teaching styles

It's no necessary but one thing I said for the teachers to give easy easy example while they
explaining the topics

Teachers always helps to improve our learning strategies.They are very supportive in our
fundamental and technical skills and learning.

Teaching is very beautiful. All lecture regular conduct by man & sir. Teacher is able to identify
my weakness.

Regularly Classes mam

All is perfect

Nice experience informative teaching



No Comments

No

Good education

Good ma'am

Learning experience was very good

He is always ready to help solve each & every student's query related to study

Techear is very good

Teaching is very excellent

To change the timing of online classes

Learning experience is excellent with Varsha ma'am

Everything is perfect

Sometimes network issues

Want study material in soft copy

Nothing much it's going good so far

268 more responses are hidden

Student Satisfaction Survey on Teaching Learning Process in Department

17. The Department takes active interest in conducting online lectures
and other programs as knowledge updation for students.

572 responses

Copy

Regularly
Often
Sometimes
Rarely
Never

8.4%

16.1%

73.4%



18. The teaching and mentoring process in your department facilitates
you in cognitive, social and emotional growth.

572 responses

19. The department provides multiple opportunities to learn and grow.

572 responses

Copy

Significantly
Very well
Moderately
Marginally
Not at all

51%

38.1%

Copy

Strongly agree
Agree
Neutral
Disagree
Strongly disagree

8.4%

45.1%

42.8%



19a. Give reason if your answer for above question is any of last Two options

207 responses

No

Very good

No reason

Yes

Good

No need

None

Very well

Very good

Nothing

students motivated

Not at all

Very little

Nice

No

Doutnut

geast lectures provide

..

Na

Strongly agree

Exexlent

No reasons



There should be a proper pattern of teaching rather than just being theroticle

Bh

Rt

Guest lecture information about our knowledge and opportunities

It's alright

Their is no need because the teachers motivate all the time

Mam & sir provide very multiple opportunity grow & learn etc.

No Comments

No idea

No question

No problem

Agree, very well

Not options

No6

Teachers are really good, they help us in providing necessary data time to time to keep
ourselves updated.

Mam ka talent bohot achha hai sikhane ka

Yes

Very fantastic lecture

Good

Self relaibility,self resonance

Improve relance

notes provide for students

Not last two options, no answer

Mam Regularly classes nhi ghet.



Puttevar mam to learn and growth for students.

yes

Yes.Unnati cell is conducted for students.

no

No its not last two

They give extra calicular activities and learning concepts.

Yes they give us opportunities

Always good teaching

The department has always get more opportunities to learn.

yes

We received ample of opportunities to elaborate our talent and skills through various
programmes and activities

Very nice

No, I appreciate them

It help me to improve my confidence during communication

No reason

No answer

They regularly organise different schedules and job related activities

Nhi hy

Agree because teacher think that there should be student development skill.

Nil

For improve students skill

Teachers provide every times notes and provide multiple opportunities for growing our skills

Collage provide other activities

They always gave us opportunity to perform



Conducted various webiners

Bcoz of online there is a lack of problems

Dont know

Don’t know

.

Disagee

Over teachers give us opportunity to participate in all activities.

Over tichars oprochuniti.to part is sped.in all activity

Teacher provides us multiple opportunities to learn and grow

Tichar pro aid as.multi pal I pro chu not or grot

Good itching

Good teaching

No reason.

Providers matil pal aprochuniti

Provide multiple opportunities

Ha

Gaydans

Nthing

Every teachers are teaching regularly and understanding

We constantly get update about any of activities conducted by our college

She is a good teacher,it can be applicable for other teachers

Department provide multiple opportunities each & every time. Teaching & mentoring Process is
very good.

Department mentoring process & emotional growth is very good. Department provide multiple
opportunity to grow.



..

Agree and very well

teaching was good

By conducting various program helps to learn new things

I dont no

20. Efforts are made by the Department to inculcate soft skills, life skills
and employability skills to make you ready for the world of work.

572 responses

21. The overall quality of teaching-learning process in your department
is very good.

572 responses

Copy

To a great extent
Moderate
Some what
Very little
Not at all

33.7%

53%

Copy

Strongly agree
Agree
Neutral
Disagree
Strongly disagree

45.5%

42.3%



21a. Give reason if your answer for above question is of last Two options

203 responses

No

Yes

Very good

Very good

No reason

No

No need

Good teaching

Not at all

Good

Yes

Good

Very little

No answer

..

from medhe

Very well

geast lectures provide

None

Gpod

NA

Significanly



Strong

No suggestions

Vv

Yse

Hh

Very well

Teaching process and learning skills are really good

The department to inculcate soft skill, soft skill make a ready soft to work & department
overall learning process is very excellent.

Nice

Yes

Good education in teacher

Good ma'am

Agree, to a great extent

Not that

Perfect

Don't have anything

Qq

Nothing

Ha

Yes Excellent

Self relance

Possibilities, motivated

easy information provide

daily lectures



No it's not from last 2

Not good

Puttevar mam Teaching is very well good.mam is over all quality for teacher

good

Its not last two

Yah they teach well but online is not so good but they try best for students and give many
other activities .

The all teaching departments are give there more effort to students

Nothing

yes

Yes I had a wonderful experience with our màam and she helped alot during pandemic and and
always supported us with right and appropriate guidance

No, I appreciate their quality of teaching.

Teachers helped us to solving all the difficulties during communication and provide knowledge

No any reason

Agree

They take regular and proper teaching classes to help and guide us

Nhi hy

Disagree is wrong because the teaching and learning process is very good in our college

Nil

Because they teach us regularly and provide always notes and help us in every question

Teachers teaching quality is very good and always help us for doing study

Student easily communicate with all subjects teacher

I strongly agree with all these things

Disagree



All teachers are always helping students

Don't know

Don’t know

.

1

teaching quality is very good.

Over itching colitis is very good

Quality of teaching very good

Guestion tiching is very good

Quality of tiching very good

Quality of teaching is very good.

Good tiching

Tiching very good

Teaching is very good.

Bohot achhese

Ham sahmat hai

students motivated

She is very good teacher

She is very good teacher

They are using online app which enable us to take benefit of it

For her it doesnt applies

Department overall teaching process is very excellent. Department all & every time ready for
the world work.

Department made by the inculcate soft skill & life skill of the to make my ready of the work.
Department teaching process is very good.



Agree and very little

Teaching was good

No e

No requirement

Teaching staff is very good

No reason
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Student Name

921 responses

Amit Gadkari

Anirudha G Singh

Attadip Ganvir

Subhash U Sonkusare

Abhishek Mandape

Manju Lakharam Tejwani

Suraj Bagde

Raginee Milind Najpande

BHAKTARAJ GAJANAN RAUT

Akash Harishachandra Bambode

Anil G Pathrabe

Manoj Krishna Borikar

Abhaykumar Rambhau Panbude

rupesh wagh

Piyush Avinash Nazar

Nayna Patil

Pallavi Patil

Sakshi Tiwari

PANKAJ RAMESH BENDE

Abdul Shafique

Akhilesh Potnis

Krutuja Harichandra Sariyam



Vaibhav kukde

Kaansha Agrawal

Praful satbhag askar

Tanmay Makkad

Shubhangi namdeo rathod

Bharti Suresh Yadav

Sumitra nikoshe

Sunay Oswal

Jitendra Suresh Raut

Ratan Singh

Swapnali wagh

Anand Tirthraj Bhautik

Aditya Pande

Varsha Dhosewan

Mansi V. Bali

Govind Gour

PARVAT PARASRAM GAJBHIYE

Babita pote

Sachin Gatre

Nidhi Deshmukh

Harshawardhan Gupta

Arefa Sheikh

ALOK ASHOK SHEWALE

Jyoti Wankar



Utkarsha Ravindra Dashputre

Sakshi Wankhede

Gayatri Khaire

Rushabh Vijayrao Bangre

Akanksha Shendre

Ameesha Rajpal

Rajshree Sunil Burde

Sayali Purohit

VASUNDHARA THAKARE

Meera Rathi

Abhijit jaypal janbandhu

Shruti Tighare

Akshay

Anjali Mukesh Wanjari

Ashwini Jain

Akansha Anilkumar Dubey

ARCHANA

Sachin Babanrao Nitonkar

Chaitanya Rajendra Kulkarni

sonam sheshrao nawghare

Dimple Ashok Indurkar

Anushka chaudhari

Burhan Sheikh

Niharika jaiswal



Rehana Dhawade

Nirmisha Bansod

Anjali Dilip Shriwatre

Pranita Sayare

Surabhi Sayankar

Reda Rahim

Reda Rahim

Samruddhi Ashtikar

Geethu Hanna John

Karishma singh

Aparna Mahure

Amit Naresh Masram

tanya gureja

Anuja Hingmire

Shruti

Jui Puranik

Yashika Dahiwale

Pavan Dahat

Siddhi Deshpande

Rupali shuddhodhan ganvir

Vasundhara Gawande

Praveen Srivastava

Swati Gede

Pranav Ashok Pawade



Utkarsha R Dashputre

Vishakha vilas Chichghare

Jayshri sakharam Manapure

Divyansh Pandey

Sumiti oza

Roshni Kaushik Chatterjee

489 more responses are hidden



Phone number

921 responses

9823042307

9850355924

9689880881

+917499693756

9766372732

8551836453

8788426808

9021055886

7262000954

9595647758

7756862795

8956262956

9881962603

7083353501

9579265156

+919673255489

7083099289

8698059125

9370267070

8208257221

9823064415

9869202766



9969222210

8600108778

9970258351

7410761142

9404536198

9373458574

7745856878

9752475175

7028114706

9860031429

08087938940

08421721225

8411097226

9766440739

9511745008

9309747608

8830946520

8830633781

7261929370

9665717523

8975639969

09673103064

7498166313

8275044208



8975289720

07588630357

9764717479

8806836832

8796943924

9860566634

9673306038

7045314340

+919822239812

8329041023

8668962939

8657933349

8007807873

9860156380

9657129170

8668365814

8484833364

7387301020

8862047650

8600381758

9168310307

9096886630

9834915109

9021991047



9307246980

9503963821

+917276819763

8600994720

9511285934

9921552524

7387778855

7387324220

9595518297

8657774441

7304516789

7499204218

9111618051

7972368827

9545536805

9604092748

07588745570

7385387693

09422101881

7385106312

9168025401

7057662045

7875907303

08793272220



9518546558

7028717315

9403436652

8208854866

9158977505

7841905178

444 more responses are hidden



Age

921 responses

22

23

21

24

25

20

19

27

32

28

30

26

35

36

34

46

33

29

45

40

49

44



55

18

65

58

43

63

42

59

39

37

62

19

31

47

50

67

53

57

63

38

20

22

54

54



60

1

25

28

56

69

35

29

Gender

921 responses

What degree program are you pursuing now?

921 responses

Copy

Female
Male
Transgender

44.5%

55.4%

Copy

Certificate
Diploma
Bachelor's
Master’s
Doctorate

15.3%

81.9%



Semester

921 responses

Faculty of Law

Select Faculty

921 responses

Student Satisfaction Survey on Teaching Learning Process

1. How much of the syllabus was covered in the Online classes?

921 responses

Copy

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

1/2

8%

33%

19.3%

36%

Copy

Dr. H. V. Menon
Dr. V. V. Deshpande
Dr. S. P. Kalamdhad
Dr. P. R. Lokhande
Ms. V. Sukhdeve
Ms. S. Rathod
Ms. S. Bari
Mrs. A. Ringe

1/4

13.2%

8.4%

12.8%

Copy

85 to 100%
70 to 84%
55 to 69%
30 to 54%
Below 30%

17.8%

76%



2. How well did the teacher prepare for the Online classes?

921 responses

3. How well was the teacher able to communicate online?

921 responses

4. The teacher’s approach to online teaching and interaction can best
be described as

921 responses

Copy

Thoroughly
Satisfactorily
Poorly
Indifferently
Won’t teach at all

32.2%

66.3%

Copy

Always effective
Sometimes effective
Just satisfactorily
Generally ineffective
Very poor communication

85.6%

Copy

Excellent
Very good
Good
Fair
Poor

27.5%

64.5%



5. Did the teacher use Google Meet or Zoom or any other online video-
communication service in his/her teaching.

921 responses

6. Did Teacher used any kind of Learning Management System like
Google Classroom etc. to manage your learning?

921 responses

7. Fairness of the internal evaluation process by the teacher.

921 responses

Copy

Always
Most times
Some times
Rarely
Never

9.9%

87.1%

Copy

Yes
No

98.7%

Copy

Always fair
Usually fair
Sometimes unfair
Usually unfair
Unfair

18.1%

80.2%



8. Was your performance in assignments evaluated and returned to
you.

921 responses

9. Teachers engage in mentoring.

921 responses

10. Your mentor does a necessary follow-up with an assigned task to
you.

921 responses

Copy

Every time
Usually
Occasionally/Sometimes
Rarely
Never

20.6%

66.2%

Copy

Every time
Usually
Occasionally/Sometimes
Rarely
Never

20.7%

71.4%

Copy

Every time
Usually
Occasionally/Sometimes
Rarely
I don’t have a mentor

22.9%

69.5%



11. The teachers illustrate the concepts through examples and
applications.

921 responses

12. The teacher identifies your strengths and encourages you with
providing right level of challenges.

921 responses

13. Teacher is able to identify your weaknesses and help you to
overcome them.

921 responses

Copy

Every time
Usually
Occasionally/Sometimes
Rarely
Never

14%

83.6%

Copy

Fully
Reasonably
Partially
Slightly
Unable to

26.3%

66.1%

Copy

Every time
Usually
Occasionally/Sometimes
Rarely
Never

28.1%

60.4%



14. The teacher uses student centric methods, such as experiential
learning, participative learning and problem solving methodologies for
enhancing learning experiences.

921 responses

15. Teacher encourages you to participate in extracurricular activities.

921 responses

Copy

To a great extent
Moderate
Some what
Very little
Not at all

24.6%

69.1%

Copy

Strongly agree
Agree
Neutral
Disagree
Strongly disagree

8.9%

34.3%

55.4%



16. Give three observation / suggestions to improve the overall teaching – learning
experience with this teacher.

921 responses

.

No suggestions

Nothing

NA

No

No suggestions

None

No suggestion

Good

-

.

none

Satisfactory

Excellent

N/A

The teacher is having in-depth knowledge of the subject. She is taking all efforts to explain
subject in details. She is very interective even though there are many constraint for the same in
online classes.

No suggestion

As I have observe during online lecture classes, it is the best way of learning thereby I can
asked any queries, doubt by sending text massage during online class and we get instant
answer, and in online lecture we get more time of lecturer for teaching, and also there is no
disturbance of any student as compared to College physical classes. this is a best way of
learning during covid situation

Not suggestion



Very good

Pinpoint to all the students and their mistakes to identify their weaknesses and strengths.

Give real-life examples or situations so that students can connect to the concept easily.

Give them on the spot topic to speak so that they can develop thinking skills.

1)More examples/case studies would be helpful.2)Network connectivity should be very
good.3)More study material should be provided online through Google classroom.

1. I am not from LAW background so I face difficulty to understand legal word and legal
language .

2. During class I note down legal words in my dairy and use in practice .

3. please understand this my problem and help me to improve .

1.Pinpoint to all the students and their mistakes to identify their weaknesses and strengths.

2.Give real-life examples or situations so that students can connect to the concept easily.

3.Give them on the spot topic to speak so that they can develop thinking skills.

no suggestions

Good teaching

Nil

Teaching method is excellent

Nothing

No suggestions.

Participative learning, explain the concepts through various examples and case laws

Excellent 👌

No suggestions.

All teacher staff are very good

All was good

Nope

Overall i think he is a nice guide and no need of improvement



Excellent teaching..all concepts explained thoroughly and in details

There is none

Nil.

No comments

Outstanding

Best

*

The way of teaching is very good.

..

All over everything is really good. Plus,she have covered the syllabus so greatly that I have no
doubts.

Teaching and explanation is very good
Now due to all this pandemic we all know that our exams are going to be online so if we can
have a set of mcqs to solve it will be really helpful for all of us
And if the mcq are unit wise it will be really great !!

Detailed explanation, extra curricular activities and full syllabus coverage

teach well,understand,support me

Good learning experience.

Good teacher

Not in a position to give suggestions

Everything is good

excellent research about the subject
able to deliver the concepts
very kind and comfortable while teaching

Teaching is good

Excelant

No suggestions ma’am is very kind and helpful



good

Gajanan sir lecture is extraordinary always effective n sir lecture is always interactive

All the staff are very good

...

Good

Very good learning experience..Sir always taught with practical examples of actual court
cases.. which helped a lot in understanding the subject..

Already perfect, no improvement required.

Ma’am’s command over the subject is incredible.. concepts of interpretation were explained
with case laws and real life examples..

No need of it

More interaction

it was a good experience to learn by online mode and as the concerned teacher conducted
class in interactive way and was fully prepared so it was easy to understand and grasp the
same.

Best teaching and in-depth training of Taxation subject. Jay sir thanks a ton 🙏

Overall sir is v. good .

He is the best teacher

Excellent faculty

Concepts are very clear and on point
No improvement needed to jay sir.

Not applicable

No suggestions sir taught us very well..

Nothing.. all good

nice

No improvement required, already perfect.



Actually it's already very good , although offline classes would have been preferable

No suggestions for Jay sir. He is very perfect in his teachings..

No need to improve it is already perfect

Sir's teaching skills are excellent.

Jayesh sir is excellent, I am very to fortunate to have such excellent teacher thank you jayesh
sir

Very much satisfied...no suggestions😊

Teacher is professionally too good ..he is teaching well

Jay Sir Teach us very well
Amazing teachings
Great example etc

1. Conduct regular online test
2. More therorical explaination is required.

The experience is good.

No suggestions as he teaches really well and the concept is everytime cleared.

his teaching technique is very good and understandable so no suggestions.

Not suggest

Every thing is upto the mark, but thank you for asking

Excellent
Excellent
And Excellent no suggestions to this faculty member

Nothing need to improve everything is good

Not as such .

Sir has taken very sincere efforts to make us understand his subject.

It always progressive and good

More time should be allotted as the subject is vast!
In person classes would have been wonderful
Sir has no points where he lacks! Thank you so much sir!

There is nothing to improve Teachers are doing there job perfectly



547 more responses are hidden

Student Satisfaction Survey on Teaching Learning Process in Department

17. The Department takes active interest in conducting online lectures
and other programs as knowledge updation for students.

921 responses

18. The teaching and mentoring process in your department facilitates
you in cognitive, social and emotional growth.

921 responses

19. The department provides multiple opportunities to learn and grow.

921 responses

Copy

Regularly
Often
Sometimes
Rarely
Never

18.5%

76.4%

Copy

Significantly
Very well
Moderately
Marginally
Not at all

37.1%

50.2%

Copy

Strongly agree
Agree
Neutral
Disagree
Strongly disagree

10%

38.1%

51%



19a. Give reason if your answer for above question is in the negative and any of the
last Two options

176 responses

No

.

NA

Nothing

no

No reason

-

Nope

My ans is not negative.

The overall quality of teaching-learning process in your department is very good

none

..

The overall quality of teaching-learning process in your department is very good.

.

...

Due to covid situation

Nil

No my ans is not negative

Not at all

No negative feedback

Till today no nagative.

No answer.



I have joined college recently, so no such idea regarding same

Sometimes

00

Because department is closed due to lockdown cannot access the campus

Non permanent faculty is not up to the mark.

My answer for above question is positive as college always give us chance to participate most
of the events.

Organise debate competition for learn and growth

Yes teacher gave study material

I haven't negative

N.A.

poor communication skills and grammatical knowledge. inefficient teaching.

na

Yes

Need to change some subject professors

very good

Department should consider conducting more guest lectures and certificate webinar

Very good teaching

No negative ans

Nothing

The entire focus being on academics there's little to zero focus of career opportunities or
social growth.

It's positive

No reason

Good experience.. teaching methods are great. Very clear and concise.



Na

No reason my answer are positive for both question

I agree with all the above questions

No reason because both the answer are positive

No.

No negative

—

No reasons

Excellent

Because of pandemic they were unable to provide as much as opportunities to learn and
growth

My ans is not negative

Good teacher

---

It's not in negative

Their is no negative option

Due to poor network issue

Everything she teach us is proper and perfect

If career counselling sessions were taken it would have been really helpful

.......

By teking seminar

Best Sports

No problem at all

No reason

--



Good

Because in online teaching we don't get opportunities and learn more

20. Efforts are made by the Department to inculcate soft skills, life skills
and employability skills to make you ready for the world of work.

921 responses

21. The overall quality of teaching-learning process in your department
is very good.

921 responses

Copy

To a great extent
Moderate
Some what
Very little
Not at all

32.2%

56.1%

Copy

Strongly agree
Agree
Neutral
Disagree
Strongly disagree

36.5%

57.2%



21a. Give reason if your answer for above question is in the negative and any of the
last Two options

170 responses

No

.

NA

-

Nothing

no

No reason

No

Efforts are made by the Department to inculcate soft skills, life skills and employability skills to
make you ready for the world of work.

No reasons

..

Na

My ans is not negative

My ans is not negative.

....

.

none

Nope

Nothing

No reason

Selection of teacher is not good



nothing

Nil

No my ans is not negative

Quality of teaching can be improved in few subjects teaching staffs as the teachers are not
great in ways of communicating with students and not well aware of latest amendments &
development in law or in their particular subject.

No negative feedback

All the lectures are skillful, so no negative approach till now.

I am very satisfied.

No answer

Helpful. Co-operative.

Non permanent faculty of law department is somewhat chosen randomly without proper care.

No, my answer for above question is positive.

In the situation of covid and less resources for online connectivity concern lecturers are taking
great initiative to conduct proper classes

N.A

Efforts are made by the Department to inculcate soft skills, life skills and employability skills to
make you ready for the world of work.

law students should be given the real world idea more than just academics.

looking forward for physical classes.

poor knowledge of the subject.

No beacuse all things which is in an form which I fill it is correct in my way

Yes teaching methods are good

No,the teaching process is best .

Agree

very good



Few teaching staff member have monotounus teaching method which makes the whole
subject less interesting.

Very good teaching

No negative ans.

Its positive

I really want to appreciate and thank you for being such a wonderful teacher. Thank u.

Excelant

No reason because my ans for both question is positive

None no negative

..

No.

No negative

—

Excellent

Online studdies are not as effective as classroom study it very hard to connect with teachers
,and in online studdies student are not much comfortable as much as in classroom so I will be
given neutral rating in studies

Its effective

...

I agree to special experience

No negitive answers about the subject of teacher it's good

As teachers are helpful

Nothing, iam fully satisfy.

'''

Always positive

Disagree



Good

Because due to online we can't memorize about our college teaching
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Student Name

2,416 responses

Nishita Bala

Manalee S. Boradkar

Siya Mishra

Deepti Ramteke

Arpita Rajesh Sakharkar

Bushra Habib Khan pathan

PRIYANKA MANDAL

Mansi M Parihar

Ashwini Pramod Patil

Ritu R Gedam

Tanay Meshram

Dwidhesh Girishkumar Kharikar

Nikita Prajapati

Kajal Rajendra Dwivedi

Homeshwar Hiwraj Walwe

Aditi Shivanand Bharadwaj

Shreya Rajesh Bodele

Abhishek Santosh Singh

Ambuj Mishra

Himanshu Ramteke

Sanket Nafilal Bawane

Khushi Sangharatan Nagdeve



Anshuman Gaikwad

Alka Dubey

Vikas Pandey

Atharva Bhoyarkar

Umashankar pandey

Rahul Pradhan

Vishakha meshram

Tomeshwari kashyap

Akshay Sudhakar Khobragade

Risheek Hakke

Yash Bhoyar

Damini netam

Padmashree S. Petkar

Riya Rajkumar Wasnik

Manasi Pachpor

Yashashwee pande

Jaya Jogendra Rajak

Nikita Dhurve

Aniket maturkar

Chetna M Choudhari

Prajakta Chaudhari

Shrutika Tarare

Rohit Rajesh Paitode

Pratiksha gotephode



Rohan Narayan Gokhe

Chetna Santosh Bindra

Abhishek Lonare

Ayushi katre

Kapil Dudhe

Darshan Deulkar

Aniket Dongre

Sarvesh Mahajan

NANDITA BHARDWAJ

AKANKSHA KHARCHE

Chetana Arunkumar Raut

Sahitya Narsingoj

Kavita Rankawat

Tanmay sunil fale

Sanket Pradeep Wasnik

Amrita Bhattacharya

Dhananjay Bansod

Ritika Sunil Borkar

Anushka Chinchmalatpure

Sonali G. Diyewar

Tina Jangid

Prachi Mishra

Ankit Meshram

Abhinivesha Bondre



Avanti Joshi

Kanchan raju ingle

Supriya chandel

Pratik Gadge

Tejashree kale

Anita Yadav

Priyash Sunil Bambal

Swagati pachare

Simran kshirsagar

Atreya Kottapalle

Govind A Dhote

Kimya Bilwane

Divya pardhi

Minakshi bhoyar

Saurabh Gode

Gayatri Jangwad

Vinay Naresh Bhivgade

Akansha Sharma

Shayon Kundu

Digamber Rajesh Neem

Rutveek

Sarang Wankhede

Nandini Maturkar

Nikhil Prabhakar Waghmare



Rakesh Meshram

Mayoor Gawhad

Sharvari Manohar Tikre

Rutuja Bhoyar

Shrutika Ganesh Dahikar

Prajakta Landge

1,697 more responses are hidden



Phone number

2,416 responses

7057378716

7058894859

8421629106

9545210031

8149697816

7038984869

9767368988

9156971390

8888038460

07720897398

9422167374

8421864612

7972816955

9119511607

7263082808

9130624065

9370090138

9325594140

8080041059

8308317471

9022100697

7038748884



7774979561

8329112077

7058628039

9673919255

7588722488

9075325639

7796280618

9130196976

7776079285

9172368784

7972359448

8530418608

+919309150032

7620478879

9552298474

7249436936

8830257096

7620674113

9423962464

7058609089

9359228634

9881212193

09325858403

9307641654



7387309628

8080470793

7972741204

8975896170

9172322795

9823786379

8530596373

8554099406

9146902370

9754466348

8975383302

9766753859

8208868298

9765206868

9834102612

9359829375

9881560645

7798550361

9158368507

7448105607

7972663279

7387573554

7378780324

8080622146



9561812565

9021324135

9325509629

7517421389

8805508968

9096440848

9175417159

7249130099

8180998284

9325832940

9822995041

9022689813

9322136404

9067058693

9834600545

8668635742

8261814896

8308335629

8411830502

8381022928

8329103843

9595933050

7620304182

9767050466



8390410635

09518507154

7448233726

9730483693

8379004737

8263840683

1,658 more responses are hidden

Age

2,416 responses

Gender

2,416 responses

Copy

17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 30
0

200

400

600

29 (1.2%)29 (1.2%)29 (1.2%)

516 (21.4%)516 (21.4%)516 (21.4%)
578 (23.9%)578 (23.9%)578 (23.9%)594 (24.6%)594 (24.6%)594 (24.6%)

341 (14.1%)341 (14.1%)341 (14.1%)

207 (8.6%)207 (8.6%)207 (8.6%)

113 (4.7%)113 (4.7%)113 (4.7%)

30 (1.2%)30 (1.2%)30 (1.2%)6 (0.2%)6 (0.2%)6 (0.2%) 1 (0%)1 (0%)1 (0%) 1 (0%)1 (0%)1 (0%)

Copy

Female
Male
Transgender31.4%

68.6%



What degree program are you pursuing now?

2,416 responses

Semester

2,416 responses

Subject

Select Subject

2,416 responses

Biochemistry

Copy

Certificate
Diploma
Bachelor's
Master’s
Doctorate

9.7%

88%

Copy

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

1/2

28.1%

28.1%

31.5%

Copy

Biochemistry
Biotechnology
Botany
Chemistry
Computer Application (BCA)
Computer Science
Electronics
Mathematics

1/2

15.3%

38.3%

11.8%
10.9%



Select the teacher's name about whom you are submitting survey.

369 responses

Biotechnology

Select the teacher's name about whom you are submitting survey.

263 responses

Botany

Select the teacher's name about whom you are submitting survey.

101 responses

Chemistry

Copy

Mrs. B. A. Mehere
(Biochemistry)
Dr. D. N. Begde (Biochemistry)
Dr. U. J. Dongre (Biochemistry)
Ms. P. Pantawane
(Biochemistry)
Ms. Rita Lakkakul
(Biochemistry)
Ms. Swati Chimurkar (Bioche…
Ms. Nikita Mohod (Biochemist…

8.9%
49.3%

31.7%

Copy

Mr. Rohan Thaware
(Biotechnology)
Mr. Pradip Hirapure
(Biotechnology)
Ms. S. Paranjape
(Biotechnology)
Ms. Rita Lakkakul
(Biotechnology)18.3%

11.8%

41.4%

28.5%

Copy

Mr. S. R. Somkuwar (Botany)
Dr. R. B. Kamble (Botany)
Ms. Shruti Kharwade (Botany)

16.8%52.5%

30.7%



Select the teacher's name about whom you are submitting survey.

284 responses

Computer Application (BCA)

Select the teacher's name about whom you are submitting survey.

925 responses

Computer Science

Select the teacher's name about whom you are submitting survey.

163 responses

Electronics

Copy

Dr. D. V. Panhekar (Chemistry)
Mr. N. G. Telkapalliwar
(Chemistry)
Dr. D. M. Borikar (Chemistry)
Dr. V. M. Shivankar (Chemistry)
Dr. R. Sawant (Chemistry)
Mr. P Panse (Chemistry)

7%
40.1%

39.4%

Copy

Dr. P. Bhongade (Computer
Application (BCA))
Dr. P. Yende (Computer
Application (BCA))
Ms. H Pethe (Computer
Application (BCA))
Mrs. P. Soitkar (Computer Ap…
Ms. S. Khan (Computer Appli…
Ms. A. Bhattad (Computer Ap…
Mr. V. Bhagwat (Computer Ap…

16.9%

9.9%

19.7%

14.6%

18.6%

17.1%

Copy

Dr. P. V. Nimbalkar (Computer
Science)
Mr. W. N. Anandpwar
(Computer Science)
Mr. V. Meshram (Computer
Science)
Mr. S. S. Paldikar (Computer
Science)
Mr. A. H. Hedaoo (Computer
Science)

14.1%

25.8%

14.1%

12.3%
33.7%



Select the teacher's name about whom you are submitting survey.

14 responses

Mathematics

Select the teacher's name about whom you are submitting survey.

40 responses

Physics

Select the teacher's name about whom you are submitting survey.

27 responses

Statistics

Copy

Mr. V. S. Pawar (Electronics)
Dr. N. V. Shivarkar (Electronics)
Mr. Kishor Rokade (Electronics)

7.1%

21.4%

71.4%

Copy

Ms. S. M. Pawar (Mathematics)
Dr. J. J. Tripathi (Mathematics)
Ms. Mayuri Rodge
(Mathematics)

7.5%

60%

32.5%

Copy

Dr. K. G. Rewatkar (Physics)
Dr. A. N. Wazalwar (Physics)
Dr. N. S. Meshram (Physics)
Dr. A. R. Bansod (Physics)
Ms. P. U. Surkar (Physics)
Dr. Rohini Khaparde (Physics)

22.2%37%

40.7%



Select the teacher's name about whom you are submitting survey.

132 responses

Zoology

Select the teacher's name about whom you are submitting the survey.

70 responses

Language

Select the teacher's name about whom you are submitting survey.

28 responses

Student Satisfaction Survey on Teaching Learning Process

Copy

Mr. R. V. Patil (Statistics)
Ms. A. M. Badar (Statistics)
Ms. Shilpa Baghele (Statistics)
Ms. Komal Patel (Statistics)

15.9%

10.6%

15.9%

57.6%

Copy

Dr. R. S. Bagade (Zoology)
Dr. D. V. N. S. Suresh (Zoology)
Dr. A. A. Meshram (Zoology)

12.9%

84.3%

Copy

Ms. P Singh (English)
Dr. Deepkumar Khobragade
(Marathi)32.1%

67.9%



1. How much of the syllabus was covered in the Online classes?

2,416 responses

2. How well did the teacher prepare for the Online classes?

2,416 responses

3. How well was the teacher able to communicate online?

2,416 responses

Copy

85 to 100%
70 to 84%
55 to 69%
30 to 54%
Below 30%

26.7%

57.4%

Copy

Thoroughly
Satisfactorily
Poorly
Indifferently
Won’t teach at all

44.3%

53.8%

Copy

Always effective
Sometimes effective
Just satisfactorily
Generally ineffective
Very poor communication

22.9%

69.8%



4. The teacher’s approach to online teaching and interaction can best
be described as

2,416 responses

5. Did the teacher use Google Meet or Zoom or any other online video-
communication service in his/her teaching.

2,416 responses

6. Did Teacher used any kind of Learning Management System like
Google Classroom etc. to manage your learning?

2,416 responses

Copy

Excellent
Very good
Good
Fair
Poor

13.3%
37.9%

46.6%

Copy

Always
Most times
Some times
Rarely
Never

13.7%

82%

Copy

Yes
No

98.2%



7. Fairness of the internal evaluation process by the teacher.

2,416 responses

8. Was your performance in assignments evaluated and returned to
you.

2,416 responses

9. Teachers engage in mentoring.

2,416 responses

Copy

Always fair
Usually fair
Sometimes unfair
Usually unfair
Unfair

27.6%

68.4%

Copy

Every time
Usually
Occasionally/Sometimes
Rarely
Never

8.4%

30.2%

58%

Copy

Every time
Usually
Occasionally/Sometimes
Rarely
Never

9.3%

30.5%

56.1%



10. Your mentor does a necessary follow-up with an assigned task to
you.

2,416 responses

11. The teachers illustrate the concepts through examples and
applications.

2,416 responses

12. The teacher identifies your strengths and encourages you with
providing right level of challenges.

2,416 responses

Copy

Every time
Usually
Occasionally/Sometimes
Rarely
I don’t have a mentor

8%

32.1%

55.7%

Copy

Every time
Usually
Occasionally/Sometimes
Rarely
Never

25.4%

69.4%

Copy

Fully
Reasonably
Partially
Slightly
Unable to

33.8%

54%



13. Teacher is able to identify your weaknesses and help you to
overcome them.

2,416 responses

14. The teacher uses student centric methods, such as experiential
learning, participative learning and problem solving methodologies for
enhancing learning experiences.

2,416 responses

15. Teacher encourages you to participate in extracurricular activities.

2,416 responses

Copy

Every time
Usually
Occasionally/Sometimes
Rarely
Never

9.7%
32.9%

51.3%

Copy

To a great extent
Moderate
Some what
Very little
Not at all

6%

39.3%

51.7%

Copy

Strongly agree
Agree
Neutral
Disagree
Strongly disagree

43.1%

48.1%



16. Give three observation / suggestions to improve the overall teaching – learning
experience with this teacher.

2,416 responses

Nothing

No suggestions

No

.

No suggestions

Good

-

.

None

Nothing

No suggestion

Excellent

No suggestion

Good

Yes

Na

It was good

Not needed

Giving time for revision to student

Everything is good �

No



1.Use better graphics and visual media to engage students well. ...
2.Try to reach every student and ask for their doubts. ...
3.Make teaching a two way interaction.

..

Everything is good

Use better graphics and visual media to engage students well. ...
Try to reach every student and ask for their doubts. ...
Make teaching a two way interaction.

All best

No suggestions.

Good teaching

Excellent

.....

All good

Nothing to improve

Teaching is very well. It is beneficial and knowledgeable.

none

Overall good

No such issues

1.Use better graphics and visual media to engage students well.
2.Try to reach every student and ask for their doubts.
3.Make teaching a two way interaction.

1)Everything is Excellent.
2)Provide Strong Internet Connection for Online learning.
3)provide Require material to teacher for easy learning.

All is good

...

no suggestion

While Class is going on sometimes voice is breaking so that should be improved



NA

Teaching- learning experience with this teacher is excellent

Good learning

_

Not required

Everything is good

Teacher should be provide notes after every lecture

Teacher should
1.Provide more study material
2.Teacher should conduct doubt solving session
3.More MCQs format tests should be conducted

No comments

More lectures

good

No suggestions

Revising

taking class for longer duration

No suggestions needed

good ethernet connection

Classes must be taken regularly
Proper notes must be provided to us

N/A

No Suggestions

No improvement

No need

....



..

Everything is perfect

---

Provide for meaningful teacher-student interactions.

no

Teaching method is excellent

No suggestion.

No improvement needed

None required

There's no suggestion at all ..sir put there whole effort to teach us ..he make study easy ,
efficient and interesting..make the topic understandable

Sir executed the online class program perfectly no suggestions just a thank you for your
efforts.

Sometime net issue

Satisfied

Very good teaching

Good at teaching

I understand everything

1. The teacher’s approach to online teaching and interaction can best be described as very
good.

2. The teachers illustrate the concepts through examples and applications.

3. The teacher prepare thoroughly for the Online classes.

4. Teacher always encourages students to participate in extracurricular activities.

Ntg

Great learning experience

All is good



None

No suggestions they are best

Everything is good. I am satisfied with my mentor.

No need

Agree

Everything is good and perfect

Hardworking
Time bounded
Kind

He teach very well.

No need to improve

Very nice experience

no suggestions

It was good experience

All's good

No suggestions.

No suggestions already teaching is very good

1,316 more responses are hidden

Student Satisfaction Survey on Teaching Learning Process in Department

17. The Department takes active interest in conducting online lectures
and other programs as knowledge updation for students.

2,414 responses

Copy

Regularly
Often
Sometimes
Rarely
Never

8.3%

25.1%

65.4%



18. The teaching and mentoring process in your department facilitates
you in cognitive, social and emotional growth.

2,414 responses

19. The department provides multiple opportunities to learn and grow.

2,414 responses

Copy

Significantly
Very well
Moderately
Marginally
Not at all

13.8%44.5%

39.3%

Copy

Strongly agree
Agree
Neutral
Disagree
Strongly disagree

9.9%

48%

41.2%



19a. Give reason if your answer for above question is any of last Two options

474 responses

No

Nothing

.

-

No reason

Nothing

.

_

..

...

Yes

Agree

No

No reason

Good

--

Quality of teaching is good

Yes

.....

---

no

They do not provide anything only their favourite student gets the chance n rest don’t even



know

All teacher are good

Nil

Na

No i didn't choose them

None

Null

Good learning

My ans is other option

The are interacting with us

I agree with mcq questions

No any

Dongre sir is not mentoring to me

They doing good

No comments

Not at all

Agreee

My answer is neutral

Because of the Every teacher doing very well job for us on online classes.

Because there is arrangement of many programs and competition

I am regular in class and department provides multiple choices

Because, New things learn.

Because New things learn

Nothing special



It isn't

College guides us to compete in the growing world.

Yes college provide multiple opportunity's

......

....

Because, person is good teacher

Organizes seminars regulary

Because students growth always important

I am totally agree that the teachers provides opportunities to grow.

My answer is neutral. Yes, the department provides kind of opportunities to learn and grow.

Yes department provides opportunities to learn and grow in neutral wayy.

No my answer is neutral. I agree that department provides opportunities to learn and grow.

Yes, department provides multiple opportunity to learn and grow.

They alwyz conduct webinars

Neutral

It's too helping for us

There are regular mcq tests. Seminars are also conducted by every students.

There are regular mcq's taken and seminar is conducted.

Regular mcq's are taken along with seminar that are conducted.

Agree to grow and

-----

We don't having our mentoring sessions

All are very good

My answer is first option.



I am Agree for above question.

For improving personality for future purposes

Not that bad

Sometimes yes sometimes no

Don't want to answer

Very well

disagree

Yes my department is very active in all the activities

No i haven't selected those options

No i didn't chose those options

I didn't chose those options

No i didn't choose those options

The department help us to learn and grow more as various online forums are conducted
through which various topics are been discussed helping in polishing one's skills.

Department get proper lecture and guidance well in all the subject

well

All are going good

No suggestions and no doubt

...

no...

Conduct seminar

Provide notes from different data

nope

no..

No need



Yess

Yes

NULL

Good teaching

They always motivate us

They always motivate us to how to grow.

55 more responses are hidden

20. Efforts are made by the Department to inculcate soft skills, life skills
and employability skills to make you ready for the world of work.

2,414 responses

21. The overall quality of teaching-learning process in your department
is very good.

2,414 responses

Copy

To a great extent
Moderate
Some what
Very little
Not at all

8.7%

42.3%

46.6%

Copy

Strongly agree
Agree
Neutral
Disagree
Strongly disagree

9.3%

47.6%

42.7%



21a. Give reason if your answer for above question is of last Two options

467 responses

No

Nothing

.

-

No reason

Nothing

Yes

_

Agree

no

..

.

--

Good

...

No reason

Quality of teaching is good

....

Yes

......

---

No



None.

All good

Nil

None

Na

Teaching is good

Don't want to answer

good

I didn't chose those options

No i didn't chose those options

very good

Null

My ans is other option

Strongly agree Agree

Leaning is good

Not any

Overall is good

Never

My answer is neutral

Sometimes we're facing network issue other wise they are doin very well

Noo

We have three faculty and most of them r good

Good quality and ready to for the world of work

Because, teaching is very good and very easily to understand.



Because teaching is very good and very easily to understand

Nothing special

Excellent teaching by the college staff.

I agree the teachers are very well to teach me

.....

No one encourages a lot yo do new activites just do the study things but overall it is good
teachers good teaching experience

Encourage to learn new things

Without learning class is not improving students

+

The quality of teaching process is some what neutral. Teachers of the department are good.

No need

Yes, i agree that learning process is neutral.

I am agree that quality of teaching and learning process in department is fine.

Yes i agree that quality of learning process in department is some what neutral.

Yes i agree that teaching process in department is good.

----

Really helpful for us

There are programs like animal tissue culture and introduced labster this year.

There are programs like animal and plant tissue culture, and this year introduced labster.

There are programs like animal and plant tissue cultures. And also introduced labster this year.

All okay

All were fine

-----

Strongly agree agree



Yes teaching process is good in department

There's nothing

All are very good

My answer is first option.

I am agree

They teaches every subject in detail

Nothing the bca department is best always helping

As Dr. B A Mehere mam is a headmaster so she can't engaged classes but students
completely understand her side, whenever she have time she tried to engaged classes.

According to me they should take regular practice test on weekends or sometimes revise the
entire lecture shortly of the whole week

Very well

They put there all efforts to make us learn but if basics are not clear then we cant understand
the rest .

Yes good efforts taken by the department

No i didn't choose those options

No i didn't chose them

Faculty solve all the confusion regarding subject

Strongly agrree

No suggestions

No doubt abot it

Efforts are very good

Excellent faculties and facilites

Some teachers are good while some are not effective. Very few extra curricular activities are
conducted. Also placement related doubts are not solved and enough opportunities are not
provided.

Ys



Ye

NULL

The teaching technique is good and it will improve day by day

Learning is good

Teaching quality is very good.

The teaching is very well

Don't Want To Answer

55 more responses are hidden
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